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Abstract
Purpose: to compare the clinical impact of PET/MR to that of PET/CT, acquired on
the same day, in oncologic patients.
Materials and Methods: this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability ACT
(HIPAA) compliant retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board. Patients gave their written, informed consent for study enrollment, including
the possibility to use their imaging and clinical data for future evaluations.
Same day 18F-deoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission computed tomography
(PET/CT) and magnetic resonance FDG-positron emission tomography (PET/MR)
exams were performed on 134 oncologic patients with a non-central nervous
system primary neoplasm.
The PET/CT and PET/MR were independently interpreted by teams of radiologists
and nuclear medicine physicians. Four readers, divided into two teams composed
of one radiologist and one nuclear medicine physician each read all 134 exams.
Discordant observations between PET/CT and PET/MR were classified as findings
affecting clinical management or not by the referring physician. Data were
compared using a Chi square test.
Results: findings affecting clinical management were noted on PET/CT but not on
PET/MR in 2/134 patients (1.5%), and on PET/MR but not on PET/CT in 24/134
patients (18%). The discrepancies between findings affecting clinical management
detected with PET/MR over PET/CT were statistically significant (p<0.0001).
Conclusions: in our cohort of patients PET/MR alone contributed to clinical
management more often than did PET/CT alone.
PET/MR provides information that affects management of oncologic patients and is
unavailable from PET/CT.
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Introduction
Computed tomography positron emission tomography (PET/CT) hybrid scanners
have been widely used in oncologic imaging for detection and staging of solid
neoplasms for more than a decade [1, 2].
In 2011 magnetic resonance positron emission tomography (PET/MR) hybrid
scanners were granted approval both in the USA and in EU. Their potential value
and their role in clinical medicine are still under investigation [3].
Compared to computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR) has superior
soft tissue contrast to noise ratio (CNR) allowing detailed evaluation of soft tissues
within the abdomen, pelvis, and central nervous system [2-4]. Moreover, MR affords
the opportunity for diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (MRS), and perfusion weighted imaging (PWI) to evaluate tissue
function. These MR features, combined with the metabolic information from positron
emission tomography (PET), can extensively enhance patient care [2, 4].
This study was performed to compare the clinical impact of PET/MR to that of
PET/CT in oncologic patients when these exams were acquired on the same day.
Materials and Methods
Patient enrollment
This HIPAA compliant retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board. Patients gave their written, informed consent for study enrollment including
comparison of PET/MR and PET/CT and correlation of imaging data with clinical
findings, including the possibility to use their imaging and clinical data for future
evaluations.
The authors had control of the data and the information submitted for publication.
Although our research study received no financial support, two co-authors are
consultants for Siemens Healthcare. Like all of the co-authors these study
participants had access to the data and control of information.
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As required by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and by the Minister of Health,
PET/MR can be performed only on patients undergoing same day PET/CT, using
the same radioactivity as required for a standalone PET/CT study. Consecutive
patients scheduled for same day PET/CT and PET/MR were evaluated for inclusion
in this retrospective study. Inclusion criteria were: 1) oncologic staging or follow up
for a non-central nervous system primary neoplasm, 2) age >18 years, 3) same day
18

F-deoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT and PET/MR, 4) less than 180 minutes elapsed

between FDG injection and PET/MR acquisition, and 5) availability of clinical
feedback from the patient's referring physician.
Exclusion criteria were: 1) pregnancy, 2) blood glucose levels>140mg/dl, 3)
inadequate PET/CT and/or PET/MR due to artifacts, system malfunction, poor
patient cooperation, 4) contraindication to MR, 5) inability to tolerate being in the
scanner for the PET/MR study.
Same day PET/CT and PET/MR scans were obtained in 194 oncology patients from
February 21st 2012 to September 21st 2012. Sixty patients were excluded from this
study: 20 injected with

18

F-Choline, 17 not performed for oncologic evaluation, 17

for inadequate PET/CT and/or PET/MR (2 for severe movement-induced artifacts
both on PET/CT and on PET/MR, 4 for severe movement-induced artifacts on
PET/MR, 6 because of interruption of the PET/MR before its completion, 5 for
dysfunction of the PET detectors of the PET/MR that were subsequently replaced),
1 because of young age (13years old), 1 for assessment of central nervous system
neoplasm, 4 for absence of clinical feedback. Therefore our final study population
comprised 134 patients (82 women, 52 men, age 57.9± 13.6 years).
PET/CT protocols
All patients fasted for at least 6 hours before scanning. Blood glucose level was
assessed with a blood glucose-meter (One Touch Vita, Life Scan, CA, USA) before
scanning to ensure it was <140mg/dl. PET/CT was started 60±7 minutes after the
injection of 4.44±1MBq/kg, 370-400MBq of FDG and acquired on a dedicated 64
multi-detector PET/CT scanner (Gemini TF, Philips, Best, Netherlands) with time of
flight (TOF) capabilities.
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PET/CT was performed, at full image quality, from the mid thigh to the cranial vault
either without only or with and without intravenous contrast medium injection. PET
data and CT attenuation scans were acquired during shallow free breathing. PET
data underwent automatic attenuation correction using attenuation maps generated
from attenuation correction CT acquisition. Diagnostic non-contrast enhanced and
diagnostic contrast enhanced scans were acquired shallow free breathing for the
head, neck, pelvis and upper thighs; they were acquired during breath hold in
expiration for the chest and upper abdomen. For the patients undergoing CE-CT,
Iodine based contrast medium Iomeprol (Iopamiro 370, Bracco Imaging S.p.A.,
Milan, Italy) was injected intravenously with a power injector (Empower CTA, Acist
Medical Solutions, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) at 2ml/sec, at a fixed dose of 80ml for
patients weighting <80 Kg and at 100ml for those weighing ≥ 80Kg; scans were
started at the end of contrast injection.
The decision as to which patients received contrast agents was made by the
referring physician.

Sixty-three patients underwent contrast enhanced (CE)

PET/CT. Seventy-one patients underwent non-contrast enhanced (NCE)-PET/CT.
Total acquisition time was 18±9 minutes.
Technical details of PET/CT protocol, performed following the recommendations of
the manufacturer, are outlined in the Table 1.
PET/MR protocols
PET/MR studies were acquired on a Biograph mMR scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) with a 16-channel head and neck surface coil, and three to four 12
channel body coils, on the basis of the body height, combined together to form a
multi-channel whole-body coil using TIM (total imaging matrix technology) were
used. PET/MR acquisition was started 88±29minutes after FDG injection.
Before we started assembling our cohort of cases we experienced some PET
reconstruction issues caused by premature interruption of PET/MR before
completion of all MR sequences co-acquired with PET. Therefore, to avoid losing
PET data our protocols include basic MR pulse sequences that are run in every
case in co-acquisition with PET from the mid thighs to the cranial vault, as well as
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dedicated MR pulse sequences that are run after completion of the PET acquisition
on the basis of the clinical indication. Each patient undergoes the same basic coacquired sequences, as described in Table 2. Thereafter in the case of a known
pelvic neoplasm or clinically suspected residual or recurrent disease in the pelvis a
high-resolution dedicated pelvic MR protocol is performed. In the case of a primary
non-pelvic neoplasm or in cases where no residual/recurrent disease is suspected
in the pelvis, upper abdominal sequences are performed.
PET/MR protocols were chosen without knowledge of PET/CT findings but only on
the basis of the clinical indications.
Co-acquired sequences were started along with PET acquisition from the mid thigh
and moved toward the head. Bed positions (BP) in the thigh, pelvis, and neck were
acquired during shallow free breathing; in the upper abdomen and thorax they were
acquired during breath hold in expiration. PET data underwent automatic
attenuation correction using attenuation maps generated from the 2-point Dixon
sequence. The reconstruction software automatically corrects for the delay between
the time of FDG injection and the time of PET data acquisition for each bed position.
If contrast was requested 0.1mmol/kg (0.5mmol/ml) of Gadopentate dimeglumine
(Gd-DTPA) (Magnevist, Bayer Pharma AG, Berlin, Germany) were injected in an
antecubital vein at 3ml/sec followed by same volume saline at 3ml/sec using a
power injector (Spectris Solaris EP, Medrad, Warrendale, PA, USA).
For studies performed with primary pelvic protocol, sagittal, coronal and axial
volume interpolated breath hold T1 weighted (VIBE) sequences were run after the
end of contrast injection, followed by axial VIBE sequences covering the remaining
body areas and by an upper abdominal coronal VIBE.
For the non-pelvic primary neoplasm protocol, the scanner “bolus care” function,
that allows to visualize the flow of contrast within the vessels, was used. When
contrast reached the transition between the thoracic and abdominal aorta, a
dynamic upper abdominal axial VIBE was run, followed by two other VIBE
acquisitions at 25 and 75 seconds. Separate VIBE axial sequences were
subsequently used to cover the remaining body areas and a coronal upper
abdominal VIBE was performed at the end of the study. The decision as to which
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patients received contrast agents was made by the referring physician before
scanning commenced.
The total acquisition time for PET/MR was 66±12 minutes.
Technical details of the PET/MR protocol are reported in Table 2.
Image registration and fusion
PET/CT images were sent to, coregistered and fused by, and evaluated on
dedicated

workstations

(Extended

Brilliance

Workstation,

Philips,

Best,

Netherlands) and on a picture archiving and communication system (PACS) (IDS7,
Sectra, Linkoping, Sweden). PET/MR images were fused and evaluated on a
dedicated workstation (Syngo.via, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and on IDS7
PACS system.
Imaging evaluation
PET/CT and PET/MR were evaluated by consensus agreement of two readers
including one radiologist (MS or OAC) and one nuclear medicine physician (AS or
EN) with 40, 13, 30, and 25 years of experience respectively. Each hybrid study
was evaluated as a whole with the radiologist and the nuclear medicine physician
contributing with their own personal expertise to the joint reading of the PET, MRI,
and CT data. In a given patient each reader pair would read only one type of study,
namely the PET/CT or the PET/MR of each patient. Patients’ PET/CT and PET/MR
were evenly split between the two teams. They were aware of the clinical history
and of all the prior imaging. They did not look at the same day PET/MR if they were
assigned to read the PET/CT and they did not see the PET/CT if they were assigned
to read the PET/MR. After completion of the reports the two separate teams met to
compare the findings; findings seen only on one modality, either PET/CT or
PET/MR, were recorded as “additional findings”.
These additional findings were reported to the referring physician to determine
whether the additional findings affected clinical management. Differences between
PET/CT and PET/MR in number of lesions seen, number of affected organs,
location, local extension, relationship with adjacent organs, nature of the lesions,
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as well as any concurrent incidental findings, which did not result in a change of
management, were considered "findings non affecting clinical management'' If
however any of the differences noted above that impacted on patient management,
as determined by the referring physician, were considered " findings affecting
clinical management". These findings non-affecting clinical management and
findings affecting clinical management were data for our study.
Both for PET/CT and PET/MR, accepted published imaging criteria, TNM, RECIST
1.1 criteria, and PERCIST criteria were used for differential diagnosis between
malignant and benign lesions, for staging and for treatment response assessment
respectively [5-7].
Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) was also evaluated. ADC maps were
automatically obtained by the PET/MR scanner through log-linear regression from
the DWI images and sent to PACS. On PACS ADC values of the lesions were
measured by MS and OAC, with 40 and 13 years of experience respectively, by
placing an oval region of interest (ROI) over at least 2/3 of the lesion as seen on
axial images (range 59-971mm2). In the case of necrotic lesions, as assessed by
the high T2 signal on T2 weighted images and lack of enhancement on the contrast
enhanced study, if available, the ROI was placed on the non-necrotic areas if
present. For solid lesions ADC values >1.4x10-3mm2/sec were considered
suggestive of benignity or of response to therapy and ADC values ≤ 1.4x103

mm2/sec considered suggestive of malignancy or of absent response to therapy;

for lymph nodes ADC values >1.0x10-3mm2/sec were considered benign and ADC
values ≤ 1.0x10-3mm2/sec deemed malignant [6, 8].
Among the common findings that could impact patient management, the readers
specifically looked for tumor extension or the degree of involvement of anatomic
structures by the primary tumor and metastases. For example,involvement of the
mesorectal fascia for rectal cancers, vascular encasement for pancreatic cancers,
neoplastic portal vein thrombosis, contact with major vessels as well as number,
size, distribution in the liver of satellite lesions for hepatocellular carcinomas and
metastases. Number, size, and location of solid metastases and lymph node
metastases were also evaluated [9-11].
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Reference standard
A combination of biopsy, surgical pathology, correlation with prior imaging, clinical
and imaging follow up was used as the reference standard for findings affecting
clinical management. Histopathology by biopsy or surgical pathology were not
available for all findings affecting clinical management because of technical and/or
ethical considerations. For these subjects, comparison to prior studies (e.g.
identification of new metabolically active lesions) and/or follow up imaging (e.g.
showing continued tumor growth by RECIST criteria) was used to assess clinical
significance. For such patients without histopathologic confirmation, we used the
more sensitive measures of progression either increased tumor size or increased
FDG uptake. For non-progression, we used more conservative criteria requiring
both decreased size and decreased FDG uptake.
Statistical analysis
We categorized all 134 patients into three groups: those discordant because of a
finding affecting clinical management on PET/CT, those discordant because of a
finding affecting clinical management on PET/MR, and those either not discordant
or discordant because of findings non-affecting clinical management
We tested the null hypothesis that the true population proportion of PET/MR
discordant findings is the same as the proportion of PET/CT discordant findings
using the likelihood ratio statistic for a multinomial sampling model. The discordant
findings were grouped according to whether a contrast agent was employed and
evaluated according to the use of a contrast agent. To test the null hypotheses of
equal proportions across groups we used the appropriate chi-square tests. A
significance level of 0.05 was chosen throughout.
Results
All the PET/MR were always performed after the PET/CT and begun within 180
minutes from FDG injection (88±29 minutes).
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Studies were performed for staging or follow up of breast cancer in 35, lymphoma
in 18, colorectal cancer in 15, lung cancer, uterine and or cervical cancers in 10
each, pancreatic cancer in 8, sarcoma in 5, melanoma in 4, renal cancer, poorly
differentiated neuroendocrine tumor, and myeloma in 3 each, metastatic unknown
primary cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), ovarian cancer, penile cancer,
and bladder cancer in 2 each, esophageal cancer, pleural mesothelioma, stomach
cancer, tonsillar cancer, gallbladder cancer, splenic neoplasm, gastrointestinal
stromal tumor (GIST), bladder cancer plus renal cancer in the same patient, lung
cancer plus pancreatic cancer in the same patient, and squamous cell skin cancer
in 1 each. Therefore 134 patients with 136 malignancies were included in the study.
Contrast enhanced (CE) PET/CT and non-contrast enhanced (NCE) PET/MR were
performed on 11 patients. Twenty patients underwent NCE-PET/CT and CEPET/MR. Fifty two patients had CE-PET/CT and CE-PET/MR. While 51 patients
had NCE- PET/CT and NCE-PET/MR. Of the 62 patients who underwent NCEPET/MR, 2 patients were scanned with the NCE primary pelvic neoplasm protocol,
60 with the NCE primary non-pelvic neoplasm protocol. Of the 72 patients who
underwent CE-PET/MR, 23 patients underwent dedicated CE primary pelvic
neoplasm protocol, and 49 dedicated primary non-pelvic CE protocol. Details are
provided in Table 3.
PET/CT and PET/MR findings were fully concordant in 73 patients (54.5%).
PET/CT disclosed additional findings not seen on PET/MR in 6/134 patients (4.5%)
consisting of lung nodules <6mm, classified as findings non affecting clinical
management in 4/134 patients (3%) and as findings affecting clinical management
in 2/134 patients (1.5%) leading to close chest imaging follow up. Both patients with
findings affecting clinical management on PET/CT were scanned with CE-PET/CT
and CE-PET/MR. Three out of four patients of findings non-affecting clinical
management on PET/CT were acquired with CE-PET/CT and CE-PET/MR, the
remaining case was acquired with NCE-PET/CT but with CE-PET/MR. Details are
provided in Table 4.
PET/MR detected additional findings not seen on PET/CT in 55/134 patients (41%),
as described in Table 5, findings non-affecting clinical management in 31/134
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patients (23.1%) and findings affecting clinical management in 24 patients (17.9%)
(Figures 1, 2). Findings affecting clinical management

included: detection of

metastases with institution of chemotherapy in 6, rule out of malignancy in 6 (with
avoidance of biopsy in 5 out of 6 and with close follow up instead of reintroduction
of chemotherapy in 1 out of 6), incidental neoplasms in 4 with subsequent surgery,
local infiltration initiating chemoradiation before surgery in 2, lymphadenopathy
treatable by radiation in 2, recurrence with subsequent surgery in 1, metastases
treated with RFA in 1, lymphadenopathy with addition of radiation to preoperative
chemotherapy in 1, confirmation of the malignancy in 1 with avoidance of biopsy.
Details are reported in Tables 6-9.
Of the 31 patients with findings non-affecting clinical management on PET/MR, 20
were scanned with CE-PET/CT and CE-PET/MR, 2 with NCE-PET/CT and NCEPET/MR, 8 with NCE-PET/CT and CE-PET/MR, and 1 with CE-PET/CT and NCEPET/MR. Of the 24 patients with findings affecting clinical management detected
on PET/MR, 14 were scanned with CE-PET/CT and CE-PET/MR, 2 with NCEPET/CT and NCE-PET/MR, 4 with CE-PET/MR and NCE-PET/CT, 4 with NCEPET/CT and NCE-PET/MR.
The null hypothesis that discordant findings were equally likely to be found with
PET/CT as with PET/MR was rejected for both findings affecting clinical
management and findings non-affecting clinical management (P values of 0.000003
and 0.00001, respectively, using likelihood-ratio chi-square tests). When grouped
according to whether a contrast agent was employed, and also in relation to the
most common primary cancers, there were more discordant findings with PET/MR
than PET/CT in each subgroup, but these results are not statistically significant
(Table 3).
The most common changes based on findings affecting clinical management on
PET/MR were institution of chemotherapy in 7 patients (5.2%), avoidance of biopsy
in 6 patients (4.5%), and institution of surgery in 5 patients (3.7%).
Discussion
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In this study we report our early experience with PET/MR, based upon an
unselected, heterogeneous population of oncology patients referred to us for
PET/CT scanning. The PET/CT and immediately subsequent PET/MR scans were
performed on the same day, using a single standard administration of 18-FDG.
In this preliminary study PET/MR outperformed PET/CT and had more frequent
impact on patient management in the following ways. PET/MR was more accurate
than PET/CT for evaluating lymphadenopathy. PET/MR was more sensitive than
PET/CT to bony and hepatic metastases and provided better accuracy in local
staging of pelvic malignancies. PET/MR proved capable of evaluating tumor in
regions such as the kidneys difficult to assess by PET/CT. Moreover, it detected
additional coexistent incidental neoplasms involving the kidneys and the breast not
identified on PET/CT.
Currently PET/CT is considered pivotal in oncologic management of neoplasms and
has been demonstrated to allow a more accurate TNM staging than CT and PET
alone [12, 13]. However, PET/CT is limited by the low intrinsic tissue contrast of
CT and by the degree of neoplastic glycolytic metabolism in a given lesion. Several
neoplasms such as well differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma, mucinous
adenocarcinoma, neuroendocrine tumors, and some low-grade lymphomas [6, 1418]with low metabolic activity cannot be detected by FDG-PET despite the
considerable size of the lesions. Moreover, even FDG avid neoplasms need to
have a tumor burden of >104-107 neoplastic cells per lesion and low background
activity to be detected by PET; detection of sub-centimeter lesions, like small lymph
nodes or sub-centimeter liver lesions, or even large cell clear renal cancers where
the background renal activity is high, is thus unreliable [19-21]. Therefore, false
negative FDG-PET/CT do occur.
The contrast resolution of MRI helps delineate tissue anatomy, including margins,
local infiltration, and the relationship of tumors to adjacent structures more clearly
than by CT in many clinical applications [2, 4]. On the other hand, MR detection and
characterization of lesions may be hampered by several factors including lesion
size and location as well as specific MR limitations such as spatial resolution, and
the presence of artifacts such as those from motion or susceptibility.
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Among these factors lesion size plays a great role; lung nodules <6-7mm in size
are difficult to appreciate on MRI due to their relatively low signal intensity in
contrast to adjacent lung parenchyma; moreover the sensitivity and specificity of
MRI correlate to the size of liver lesions [22, 23]. Conversely, size is the most
validated criterion used to differentiate benign from malignant lymph nodes on both
MR and CT. However, node size is known to suffer from both low sensitivity and
specificity [5, 24-28]. Beside morphologic sequences MR also provides “functional”
characteristics such as DWI, that can be used as a whole-body screening technique
for the detection of lesions with increased cellularity, including local lymph node
involvement and distant metastases (Figures 1,2), even those less than 10mm in
diameter that could otherwise be overlooked [6, 29].
In our population we found PET/MR potentially able to overcome some of the
limitations of PET/CT and of MR alone. In particular, on PET/CT evaluation of small
liver lesions may be challenging due to high background activity and low contrast
resolution. PET/MR can detect small liver lesions, due to the high soft tissue
contrast of MR, and allowing their correlation with FDG avid foci might help to infer
their benign or malignant nature (Figure 1). We emphasize that these are
observations made during a preliminary study, and all of our impressions will need
to be refined as additional experience accumulates.
According to our experience PET/MR with FDG might be more useful than PET/CT
with FDG in evaluation of bony lesions, particularly when in the case of FDG uptake
a definite corresponding lytic lesion cannot be detected on the CT images. On
PET/CT bony uptake may be difficult to interpret, especially in the settings of
hematopoietic rebound after chemotherapy. On PET/MR the concordance of
increased FDG uptake with high signal intensity on STIR, lack of drop of signal
intensity on out of phase Dixon images, and bright contrast enhancement, are
suggestive of malignancy [30]. Our experience is in agreement with those from
Souvatsoglou and colleagues who found

11

C-Choline PET/MR better than 11C-

Choline PET/CT in anatomical allocation of metastatic bony lesions from prostate
cancer [31].
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In the pelvis PET/CT has intrinsic limitations that can be reduced by proper
techniques, including bladder catheterization, but that cannot be completely
eliminated [32, 33]. In that same anatomic region, PET/MR might allow an accurate
local staging due to the high soft tissue resolution of MR that allows assessment of
local extent of disease, including mesorectal fascia and parametrial infiltration, as
well as correlation of otherwise non-specific foci of FDG uptake with their anatomic
counterparts, like small lymph nodes or peritoneal nodules that may be difficult on
PET/CT [33]. Moreover, we observed that PET/MR might be useful for lymph node
evaluation.
PET/MR, even without contrast injection, might be useful also in evaluation of the
kidneys. In our cohort of patients primary and secondary lesions in the kidneys were
challenging on PET/CT and their FDG uptake often miss-interpreted as urinary
activity; however, correlation with MR images allowed the detection of unsuspected
renal cancers in 3 patients and renal metastases in one case.
The additional findings detected by PET/CT were all lung nodules <6mm in
diameter. In 6 patients (4.5%) PET/CT showed a greater number of pulmonary
nodules <6mm in diameter than PET/MR. However, in 4 of these 6 patients
coexistent pulmonary or extra-pulmonary findings vitiated the impact of additional
nodules detected. In 2 out of 134 patients (1.5%) PET/CT impacted management,
disclosing lung nodules <6mm in diameter in patients deemed disease free on
PET/MR. Because of small size the lung nodules were not deemed amenable to
biopsy. Follow up CT showed no change at 6 months.
PET/MR showed additional findings over PET/CT in 55 patients out of 134 (41%).
In 31 out of 134 patients (23%) they were classified as findings non-affecting clinical
management as detailed in Tables 6-9.
Our approach to PET/MR has been to use both MR and PET to their full potential,
both separately and together. This is similar to that of Stolzman and colleagues who
used a trimodality PET/CT-MR scanner in 40 consecutive patients to look for lung
nodules [34]. The authors searched for lung nodules on CT, MR, and PET both
separately and together. This may account for the substantial agreement of the
performance of PET/MR in lung evaluation in our cohort and in their study where
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they report similar detection rates for lung nodules on PET/MR (83%) and PET/CT
(85%) [34]. On the other hand our approach is different from that used in other
studies, like the one by Drzezga and colleagues, who focused only on the
detectability of metabolically active lesions demonstrating the non-inferiority of
PET/MR detection when compared to PET/CT [35]. In our work, we deemed MR
and PET to deserve the same rank; therefore, we did not use MR only to obtain
Dixon sequences for anatomic correlation of metabolically active lesions, but we
also employed MR and PET at their full potentials including the usage of the whole
range of sequences described above.
In our opinion PET/MR should be tailored to the clinical indications using few,
robust, and easy to perform protocols to guarantee study reproducibility and
robustness of comparison at follow up.
Having experienced some failures of PET data reconstruction in the case of
premature scanning interruption we decided to elaborate a ''quick'' set of basic and
fast sequences run in co-acquisition with PET, independent of the clinical indication,
to ensure localization of possible FDG avid foci and basic MR interpretation.
Because of the short temporal length of the co-acquired sequences they are
sustainable by patients with reduced risk of premature scanning interruption and
PET data loss.
After completion of the PET data collection we run dedicated MR sequences, that
we call post-acquired, whose interruption does not interfere with the reconstruction
of the previously fully acquired PET data. The post-acquired sequences are chosen
according to the clinical indication between a primary pelvic protocol and a nonprimary pelvic protocol. In the case of a primary pelvic neoplasm in the pelvis (nontreated or recurrent or residual) we use a dedicated primary pelvic protocol to
ensure fine visualization of the lesion and of its anatomy; otherwise in the case of a
primary malignancy arising outside of the pelvis or of no residual pelvic cancer, we
run an upper abdominal protocol to ensure detection and characterization of
possible liver lesions.
Our study has several limitations. First of all, PET/MR constitutes an innovative
technique for which experience and consensus regarding imaging protocols is
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lacking. Future optimization of the PET/MR protocols might show that we
underestimated the benefit of PET/MR. Another limitation of our study is the lack of
a pathological reference standard in 2 patients with findings affecting clinical
management on PET/CT and in confirmation for only 13 of the 24 findings affecting
clinical management on PET/MR.
Another important limitation of our study is the potential selection bias introduced
by its retrospective nature and by being based on referral. We enrolled consecutive
patients referred to us for same-day PET/CT and PET/MR, for a wide range of
oncologic indications. Their inclusion also required that the referring physicians
provide clinical evaluation of the findings. This explains limitations like the
heterogeneity and the unequal numbers in the different oncologic applications,
including breast and pelvic cancers, we studied as well as the disproportionate
representation of diseases that might be considered difficult to evaluate by PET/CT.
However, the latter limitation, although important, needs to be interpreted in view of
evolving indications of PET/CT. As of June 11, 2013, PET (specifically including
both PET/CT and PET/MR) would be considered reimbursable by the United States
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for all of the patients we
enrolled. In our experience, PET/MR may prove helpful in staging neoplasms
difficult to evaluate on PET/CT, for example cervical, renal, and breast cancer. In
these cases, PET/MR allows to anatomically correlate FDG avid foci on T2
weighted images, and provides insights into the nature of the lesions on ADC maps
and post contrast images.
We were unable to overcome the limitation imposed by consensus reading of the
PET/CT and the PET/MR by separate and alternating teams composed by one
radiologist and one nuclear medicine physician; this also may have influenced our
results.
There were also study limitations imposed by our IRB, following the
recommendations of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine, requested the
PET/CT studies to be acquired 60 minutes after FDG administration. Because of
time required to complete the PET/MR protocols, the latter was always performed
after PET/CT completion [36]. All the PET/MR were acquired 88±29minutes after
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FDG injection. Although it has been ascertained that delayed PET acquisitions may
improve image quality, by decreasing background activity, it is unclear whether this
improves diagnostic accuracy [37-39].
Other limitations of our study are related to the untailored PET/CT protocols and
the tailored PET/MR protocols that we used. However even for PET/CT there is still
no consensus regarding a ''standard'' sets of scanning protocols.
Another potential limitation of our study is related to the unbalanced use of contrast
agent. However, it occurred in 31 out of 134 patients (11 patients underwent CEPET/CT and non-contrast enhanced NCE-PET/MR, whereas 20 patients underwent
NCE-PET/CT and CE-PET/MR) The remaining 103 patients had concordant use of
contrast on both techniques.
Our study has been performed on 134 patients with different oncologic histotypes,
for some of which PET/CT might not be indicated in other countries, and larger
studies would be needed to confirm our preliminary results. Although this limitation
could impact the magnitude of the differences observed between the two
technologies, it is unlikely to influence the overall assessment of benefit conferred
by PET/MR over PET/CT.
In summary, in 18% of the oncologic patients of our selected population PET/MR
furnished information unavailable from PET/CT to affect management, especially
on staging of the liver, lymph node, bones and pelvis.
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Table 1
Technical details of the PET/CT
CT

Plane

Area scanned

mAs

kV

Attenuation Correction
Diagnostic NonContrast Enhanced
Diagnostic Contrast
Enhanced

Axial

Whole Body

80

120

Speed
(sec/rotation)
0.75

Axial

Whole Body

250-340

120

Axial

Whole Body

250-340

Acquisition
time/BP
(min)
1.5

Iterative
reconstruction
Algorithm
LMOSEM 3D

PET

BP
5-7

Thickness

FOV (mm)

4.0

600

0.75

4.0

350-459

120

0.75

4.0

350-459

Iterations

Subsets

Axial FOV
(mm)

Voxel size
(mm3)

Image grid

3

33

180

4x4x4

144x144x144

BP: bed position. LMOSED 3D: 3-dimensional list mode ordered subset expectation maximization.
FOV: field of view. mAs: milliampere second. kV: kilovolt.
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Table 2
Technical details of the PET/MR examinations
MR
Sequence
Coaquired
with PET

Plane

Area
scanned

iPat

TR
(ms)

TE
(ms)

Matrix

NEX

FOV
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Gap
(mm)

FA
(degrees)

Voxel size
(mm)

T1w 2-Point
Dixon VIBE

coronal

Whole Body

2

3.6

1st
TE
1.225
2nd
TE
2.45

79x192

1

500

3.1

0

100

4.1x2.6x3.1

STIR

coronal

Whole Body

3

81-87

186x384

1

450

5.0

1.5

1.6x1.2x5.0

220230

axial

Whole Body

2

66-83

112x156

2

420

6.0

0.6

2.7x2.7x6.0

220

axial

Whole Body

2

1400

86-97

288x384

1

380

6.0

0.6

1.3x1.0x6.0

T2w FSE

sagittal

Pelvis

2

200

3.0

3.6

0.6x0.6x3.0

Pelvis

2

358x448

2

380

3.0

3.6

0.6x0.6x3.0

T2w FSE

coronal

Pelvis

2

101103
103112
103112

3

axial

336-448

2

380

3.0

3.6

0.6x0.6x3.0

T1w FSE

axial

Pelvis

2

40007480
49609611
40006150
607610

310x320

T2w FSE

11

294x384

3

380

3.0

3.6

1.4x1.0x4.0

88109

358x448

2

380

3.0

3.6

1.1x0.8x3.0

DWI (bvalues 50400-800)
T2w
HASTE
Pelvic
protocol
acquired
after PET

44825631
91001880
0

T2w FSE
FS

axial

Pelvis

2

30004970

T1w VIBE

sagittal

Pelvis

2

4.064.35

1.912.09

180x320

1

380

3.0

0

9o

1.6x1.2x3.0

T1w VIBE

coronal

Pelvis

3

2.544.06

1.141.91

248x288

1

400

3.0

0

9o

1.4x1.4x1.5

T1w VIBE

axial

Pelvis

2

4.064.89

1.912.43

180x320

1

380

3.0

0

9o

1.6x1.2x3.0

T1w VIBE

axial

Whole Body

2

4.064.1

1.811.91

180x230

1

380

3.0

0

9o

1.6x1.2x3.0

axial

Upper
Abdomen

0

90

1st TE
1.2
2nd
TE
2.46

192x256

1

380

5.0

6.0

32o

1.05x1.5x5.0

2

3740

100

206x448

2

400

5.0

6.5

1.3x0.9x5.0

3

1400

66-96

253x256

1

380

5.0

6.0

1.5x1.5x5.0

TI
(ms)

Fat
saturation

Spectral
Fat
Saturation
Quick
spectral
fat
saturation
Quick
spectral fat
saturation
Quick
spectral fat
saturation
Quick
spectral fat
saturation

Non pelvic
protocol
acquired
after PET
T1w Dual
GE
T2w FSE
FS
T2w
HASTE

axial
coronal

Upper
Abdomen
Upper
Abdomen

T1w VIBE

axial

Upper
Abdomen

2

4.064.1

1.811.91

180x230

1

380

3.0

0

9o

1.6x1.2x3.0

T1w VIBE

axial

Whole Body

2

4.064.1

1.811.91

180x230

1

380

3.0

0

9o

1.6x1.2x3.0

PET

BP
5-6

Acquisition
time/BP
(min)
4

Iterative reconstruction
algorithm
AW OSEM 3D

Iterations
3

Subsets
21

FOV axial (mm)
258

Voxel size
(mm3)
2.0x2.0x2.0

SPAIR

Quick
spectral fat
saturation
Quick
spectral fat
saturation
Image grid
172x172

VIBE: volume interpolated breath hold T1 weighted. STIR: short tau inversion recovery. DWI:
diffusion weighted imaging. HASTE: half Fourier single shot fast spin echo T2 weighted. FSE: fast
spin echo. FS: fat saturated. GE: gradient echo. iPat: integrated parallel acquisition technique. TR:
time of repetition. TE: time of echo. NEX: number of excitations. FOV: field of view. FA: flip angle.
TI: time of inversion. SPAIR: spectral adiabatic inversion recovery. BP: bed position. AW OSEM 3D:
3 dimensional attenuation weighted ordered subsets expectation maximization iterative
reconstruction algorithm.
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Table 3
Summary table: neoplasm type, use of contrast agent, modality, number of
discordant findings, and number of clinically actionable discrepant findings

Breast
Colorectal
Lymphoma
Others
Total
p

No. of CEPET/MR
Examinations

No. of NCEPET/MR
Examinations

No. of CEPET/CT
Examinations

No. of NCEPET/CT
Examinations

No. of
PET/MR
Findings

No. of
PET/CT
Findings

5
4
8
12
29
0.06

30
11
10
54
105

5
5
7
24
41
0.11

30
10
11
42
93

11
10
5
29
55
0.25

3
0
0
3
6

No. of
PET/MR
findings
affecting
clinical
management
4
4
3
13
24

No. of
PET/CT
findings
affecting
clinical
management
1
0
0
1
2
1.0
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Table 4
Summary of findings not affecting clinical management and findings
affecting clinical management on PET/CT

Additional metastases
Recurrent disease

PET/CT findings not affecting
clinical management*
No upstaging (3)
Extensive infiltration requiring
chemoradiation (1)
NA

PET/CT findings affecting
clinical management†
NA
Close imaging follow-up (2)

NA= not applicable
*A total of four (3.0%) of 134 findings
†A total of two (1.5%) of 134 findings
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Table 5
Summary of findings non-affecting clinical management and findings
affecting clinical management) on PET/MR
PET/MR findings not affecting clinical
management*
Additional metastes
Beningn findings
No residual disease

No upstaging (10)
Upstaging but same treatment options
(8)
Chemotherapy not complited yet (1)
No clinical implication (6)
Chemotherapy regimen not complited
yet (2)
Already excluded on clinical grounds (1)
6 months follow up required anyways (1)

Recurrent disease

Ascertained on clinical grounds (1)

Localized disease

Downstaging but same surgical
approach (1)

Incidental malignancies
Local infiltration

PET/MR findings
affecting clinical
management†
Radiation therapy to be
added to chemotherapy (1)
Avoidance of biopsy (1)
Avoidance of biopsy (5)
Close follow up instead of
chemotherapy (1)
Surgery (1)
Chemotherapy (7)
Radiation (1)
RFA (1)
Surgery (kidney 3, breast 1)
Chemoradiation before
surgery (2)

NA= not applicable
*A total of 31 (23.1%) of 134 findings (p<.001)
†A total of 24 (17.9%) of 134 findings (p<.001)
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Table 6
PET/CT findings non-affecting clinical management
Indication
Breast cancer
follow up
Breast cancer
follow up
Melanoma follow
up

PET/CT additional findings over
PET/MR
Three pulmonary nodules <6mm
Two pulmonary nodules <6mm on
PET/CT, not seen on PET/MR
Three pulmonary nodules <6mm
on PET/CT, not seen on PET/MR

Reason for absent clinical implication of
additional PET/CT findings
Already stage 4 disease, moreover other,
larger lung nodules already visible at
PET/MR
Already stage 4 disease, moreover larger
lung nodules visible also at PET/MR
Already stage 4 disease, moreover larger
lung nodules visible also at PET/MR
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Table 7
PET/CT findings affecting clinical management
Indication
Pancreatic cancer
follow-up
Breast cancer follow
up

PET/CT findings affecting clinical
management
Two <6mm pulmonary nodules
without any other lesion on PET/CT,
no lung nodules seen on PET/MR
Five <6mm pulmonary nodules
without any other lesion on PET/CT,
no lung nodules seen on PET/MR

Clinical
implications
Close chest CT
follow up

Gold standard
Comparison with
prior studies

Close chest CT
follow up

Comparison with
prior studies
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Table 8
PET/MR findings non-affecting clinical management

Indication
Ovarian cancer follow up
Breast cancer follow up
Uterine cancer staging
Breast cancer follow up
Colorectal cancer staging
Lung cancer staging
Rectal cancer staging
Lung cancer staging
Breast cancer follow up
Penile cancer follow up
Ovarian cancer
Breast cancer
Lung and pancreatic cancer
Renal cancer follow up
Breast cancer follow up
Lung cancer

Rectal cancer follow-up
Undifferentiated neuroendocrine
tumor
Colon cancer follow up
HCC

PET/MR additional findings over PET/CT
Benign appearing pelvic and inguinal lymph nodes on
PET/MR; suspicious for metastatic involvement on
PET/CT
Benign non restricted pleural thickening on PET/MR;
deemed positive on PET/CT
M1 due to malignant para-aortic lymphadenopathy on
PET/MR; not seen on PET/CT
Liver hemangioma on PET/MR, not seen on PET/CT
More liver and bony lesions on PET/MR than on
PET/CT
Benign appearing same side hilar lymph nodes on
PET/MR; deemed positive on PET/CT
Mesorectal lymphadenopathy on PET/MR, not visible
on PET/CT
Contralateral lymphadenopathy on PET/MR, not visible
on PET/CT
Widespread bone signal intensity changes and left
parathyroid nodule consistent with parathyroid
adenoma on PET/MR, not appreciated on PET/CT
Left clavicle metastases on PET/MR, not seen on
PET/CT
Peritoneal metastases; negative PET/CT
Peritoneal metastases on PET/MR not visible on
PET/CT; more numerous liver and bony metastases
seen on PET/MR than on PET/CT
Residual hilar lung cancer on PET/MR, not seen on
PET/CT
Benign appearing adrenal nodule on PET/MR;
indeterminate on PET/CT
More bony metastases and more lymphadenopathy on
PET/MR than on PET/CT
New bony lesion seen on PET/MR in patient with
partial response on PET/CT
Fibrosis responsible for right hydronephrosis on
PET/MR; unclear reason for hydronephrosis on
PET/CT. No recurrence on either technique
Extensive liver involvement on PET/MR misinterpreted
as a large perfusion defect on PET/CT
Peritoneal metastases on PET/MR, not visible on
PET/CT
Two HCC in the contralateral lobe on PET/MR, not
seen on PET/CT

Reason for absent clinical implication of
additional PET/MR findings
Non elevated CA125
Chemotherapy regimen continuing for another 2
months
Parametrial infiltration already leading to
chemotherapy
No clinical implication
Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
Same side lymphadenopathy not a criterion of
exclusion from surgery
Chemoradiation already planned because of T3
Coexistent mediastinal infiltration already a
criterion excluding surgery
Laboratory and clinical work up for
hyperparathyroidism but subclinical therefore no
therapy
Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
High CA 125 level would have prompted
chemotherapy anyway
Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
Same chemotherapy regimen because of
coexistent unresectable pancreatic cancer
Chemotherapy would have continued anyway
Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
Studies performed 3months after start of
chemotherapy, therefore continuation of same
chemotherapy regimen anyway
Ureteral stent placement already on the basis of
PET/CT
Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
Neoplastic portal vein thrombosis contraindicates
curative treatment
Chemoradiation given as preoperative treatment
for rectal cancer despite absence of mesorectal
fascia involvement

Rectal cancer staging

Mesorectal lymphadenopathy <2mm far from
mesorectal fascia on PET/MR, not seen on PET/CT

Breast cancer follow up

Bony lesions on PET/MR, not seen on PET/CT

Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT

Lymphoma follow up

Uterine cancer follow-up

Bony lesions on PET/MR, not seen on PET/CT
Muscle edema on PET/MR as responsible for intense
non-specific FDG uptake on PET/CT
Stress fracture on PET/MR, not seen on PET/CT

Mediastinal lymphadenopathy
No clinical implication of the non-specific PET/CT
finding
Already under pain medication

Uterine cancer staging

Right obturator lymphadenopathy on PET/MR only

Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT

Stomach cancer

Breast cancer follow up
Gallbladder cancer follow up
Colon cancer follow up
Lung cancer follow up

Peritoneal metastases only on PET/MR and more
numerous lymphadenopathy than seen on PET/CT
Benign ADC values of perihepatic liver nodule on
PET/MR, likely post surgical changes, not seen on
PET/CT
More numerous lymphadenopathy on PET/MR than on
PET/CT
Parathyroid adenoma on PET/MR, not detected on
PET/CT

Stage IV disease already on the basis of PET/CT
Still need routine 6 month follow up
Already stage IV on the basis of PET/CT
No endocrinologic abnormalities
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Lymphoma follow up

Infra-diaphragmatic lymphadenopathy on PET/MR, not
seen on PET/CT

Unchanged chemotherapy regimen due to
coexistent supra-diaphragmatic
lymphadenopathy on both PET/CT and PET/MR
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Table 9
PET/MR findings affecting clinical management

Non Hodgkin lymphoma
follow up

PET/MR findings affecting clinical
management
Cervical lymphadenopathy without any other
lesions on PET/MR only

Cervical uterine cancer
staging

Pelvic lymphadenopathy on PET/MR, not seen
on PET/CT

Indication

Rectal cancer follow up
Breast cancer follow up
Rectal cancer staging
Breast cancer staging
Pancreatic cancer follow up
Colon cancer follow up
Lymphoma follow up

Lung cancer follow up
Cervical uterine cancer
staging
Lymphoma staging
HCC FU after right
hepatectomy
Bladder cancer staging
Breast cancer follow up
Undifferentiated
neuroendocrine tumor
GIST
Lymphoma follow up

Renal cancer follow up
Rectal cancer follow up
Penile cancer follow up

Anorectal fistulas on PET/MR diagnosed as
recurrence on PET/CT
Single femoral lesion without any other lesions
on PET/MR, no lesions seen on PET/CT
Infiltration of mesorectal fascia and right seminal
vesicle on PET/MR, deemed resectable on
PET/CT
Internal thoracic lymphadenopathy seen only on
PET/MR
Incidentally detected renal cancer on PET/MR,
not detected on PET/CT
Two liver lesions <3cm in diameter in patient
without any other lesions on PET/MR, no lesions
seen on PET/CT
Retropancreatic lymphadenopathy without any
other lesion on PET/MR; no lesions seen on
PET/CT
Renal and brain metastases as well as
paramediastinal recurrence on PET/MR versus
post surgical paramediastinal changes without
other lesions on PET/CT
Incidentally detected renal cancer on PET/MR;
not seen on PET/CT
Incidentally detected breast cancer on PET/MR;
not seen on PET/CT
Peritoneal metastases without other lesions on
PET/MR; not seen on PET/CT
Incidentally detected renal cancer on PET/MR,
not seen on PET/CT
Axillary lymphadenopathy without other lesions
on PET/MR, no lesions seen on PET/CT
Liver and bony lesions without other metastases
on PET/MR, deemed negative on PET/CT
Characterization of single subcentimeter liver
lesion as hemangioma on PET/MR,
misinterpreted as metastasis on PET/CT
Adenomiosis and uterine prolapse on PET/MR
as responsible for suspected cervical cancer on
PET/CT
Localized well circumscribed recurrence in the
surgical bed without any other lesions on
PET/MR, versus exophytic adrenal adenoma on
PET/CT
Prostatic inflammation on PET/MR
misinterpreted as recurrence on PET/CT
Lumbar lymphadenopathy without other lesions
on PET/MR, no lesions seen on PET/CT

Clinical implications

Reference standard

Continue on chemotherapy

Biopsy

Introduction of
chemoradiation before
surgery

Biopsy

Biopsy avoided
Institution of antiestrogen
therapy

Imaging follow up, clinical
and laboratory correlation
Imaging follow up, clinical
and laboratory correlation

Chemoradiation before
surgery

Trans-rectal ultrasound

Radiation in addition to
chemotherapy before
surgery

Biopsy

Nephrectomy

Biopsy and surgical
pathology

Radiofrequency ablation

Biopsy

Chemotherapy

Imaging follow up, clinical
correlation

Thoracic biopsy avoided,
institution of chemotherapy

Imaging follow up, clinical
and laboratory correlation

Partial nephrectomy
Breast surgery
Sunitinib
Nephrectomy
Restart chemotherapy

Biopsy and surgical
pathology
Biopsy and surgical
pathology
Imaging follow up, clinical
and laboratory correlation
Biopsy and surgical
pathology
Biopsy, comparison with
prior studies

Institution of chemotherapy

Biopsy

No chemotherapy

Comparison with prior
studies, follow up

No further work up.

Trans-vaginal ultrasound

Surgery

Correlation with prior
studies, surgical pathology

No biopsy required

Transrectal ultrasound,
imaging follow up

Radiotherapy

Biopsy

Unknown primary cancer
with metastatic cervical
lymph node follow up

Bony metastases and lymphadenopathy on
PET/MR, no lesions on PET/CT

Institution of chemotherapy

Biopsy

Melanoma follow up

Post surgical changes on PET/MR instead of
residual/recurrent disease on PET/CT

Short term follow-up
instead of reintroduction of
chemotherapy

Imaging follow up, clinical
correlation

Pancreatic cancer follow up

Post surgical changes on PET/MR instead of
residual/recurrent disease on PET/CT

Avoided biopsy

Imaging follow up
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Figure 1
66-year-old man, colorectal cancer follow-up. PET (a), same level contrast enhanced computed
tomography (b), and fused PET/CT image (c) PET/CT did not disclose any lesion. PET/MR same level
PET (d), T2 weighted HASTE (e), fused T2weighted HASTE-PET image (f), arterial phase contrast
enhanced T1 weighted VIBE (g) demonstrated two liver metastases (arrows), confirmed by contrast
enhanced ultrasound and biopsy. Corresponding hematoxylin-eosin biopsy slide (h) shows colon cancer
metastasis (O) with internal areas of necrosis (□), normal hepatocytes are indicated by (*). Patient
underwent radiofrequency ablation under ultrasound guidance.
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Figure 2
50-year-old man, follow up for penile cancer. PET (a), same level CECT (b), and fused PET/CT image
(c). PET/CT did not show any suspicious lesions; the left paraortic lymph node does not satisfy imaging
size criteria on CT neither FDG uptake PET criteria (SUV 1.2, similar to same level bowel loops).
PET/MR same level PET (d), T2 weighted HASTE (e), fused T2weighted HASTE-PET image (f), DWI
(g), and ADC map (h) demonstrated a single left para-aortic metastatic lymphadenopathy (arrow) with
loss of the central hilum, intermediate signal intensity on T2 HASTE, present although low FDG uptake,
and ADC values ≤ 1.0x10-3mm2/sec, confirmed by CT guided biopsy; patient underwent radiation therapy.
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